
 

 

 Sharing Wealth Solutions 

 
Greetings, 

On October 5 and 6, Indianapolis will host the Midwest Asset Building Conference. The 
Conference will convene asset building coalitions from five states in the Midwest—Indiana, 
Illinois, Michigan, Minnesota, and Ohio—to learn about the challenges present in the asset 
building field and work toward identifying viable solutions. Fundamental to each challenge, from 
the small business credit gap to the pervasiveness of predatory financial practices to the racial 
wealth divide, is the objective to create and retain wealth. 

Wealth creation refers to the process of accumulating assets while wealth retention refers to the 
ability to maintain ownership of existing assets. Wealth creation and retention are both an 
individual phenomenon, e.g., an investor purchasing stock, as well as a community 
phenomenon, e.g., a major employer divesting itself from a community. 

A community-level example that has recently gained prominence in political discourse is the loss 
of manufacturing jobs in the rust-belt. Communities that were once vibrant manufacturing towns 
have felt the impact of employer divestment. The opioid crisis, which disproportionately affects 
rust-belt manufacturing communities, is one example of how loss of wealth destabilizes the 
economic well-being of families, as well as communities’ very social fabric.  

The Conference will discuss these structural problems such as the small business credit gap, 
predatory financial products and practices, and the racial wealth divide. While registration for the 
Conference has closed, we encourage everyone—whether attending or not—to research 

solutions, both universal and unique to specific geographies, industries, and social groups. 

Some of the solutions we'll be discussing at the Conference include the benefits of the 
cooperative business model, consumer protections and innovations in payday loan alternatives, 
and ways to rectify the racial inequities implicit in past wealth-building policies. 

What solutions can you think of to facilitate wealth creation and retention? 

Allegra Maldonado, Network VISTA 

 



 
  
  
  

Quick Click Poll 

Q: What percentage of Hoosiers live in "economically distressed" zip codes?  

August Poll: 
 
Q: How much money would the average Hoosier family—in the bottom 60% of earners—receive in 
tax cuts annually under Trump's proposed tax plan? 

A: $410 (that's more than $1,000 less than what a family in the top 1% would receive in tax 
cuts weekly) 
 
         Policy Update      

Policy Update 
 
You have probably signed one. Not too long ago, I signed one while securing a car loan. "I don't 
want to sign this," I said, when I saw the page titled "arbitration clause" laid down in front of me. 
"Is this negotiable?" "No," the loan officer responded, before assuring me that it would just make 
any disputes quicker and easier to resolve.  
 
Quicker and easier for whom? Arbitration clauses have been slipped into the contracts for many 
financial products and services—credit cards, payday loans, even the recent Equifax credit 
monitoring service offered in the wake of the data breach—and these clauses limit consumers' 
options for addressing legal issues with their providers by requiring that the matter be addressed 
with a private arbitrator rather than in the courts. Meanwhile, a report from the PEW Charitable 
Trusts demonstrates consumers' belief in fair reconciliation of consumer disputes. They found that 
95 percent of consumers said they should have the right to have their cases decided by a judge or 
jury while 89 percent supported consumers' right to participate in group lawsuits. Group lawsuits 
are important as many individuals will not pursue relief on their own, especially when the harms 
are small yet often repeated many times over. Arbitration clauses are also tucked into employment 
agreements, making it more difficult to bring discrimination or wage and hour cases forward. 
 
The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau recently issued a rule to ban mandatory arbitration 
clauses for financial services. Opponents of the rule argue that consumers receive greater relief in 
arbitration, winning on average $5,389 as opposed to an average of $32 in class action lawsuits. 
However, these statistics ignore the reality that only consumers with significant damages pursue 
relief through arbitration and very few win. According to a CFPB study, millions of consumers 
obtain relief through class action lawsuits each year while many fewer (some reports estimate as 
few as 20 people annually) receive relief in arbitration. 
 
The House has already voted to roll back the CFPB's rule (see how your lawmaker voted here), 
and the Senate may vote to do the same early next week. If you believe, as I do (and many 
others, including these 400+ college professors) that class action is an important tool to deter 
financial institutions from mistreating consumers and to provide relief when they cause harm, 
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Shaping Policy Priorities for 2018 

The Indiana A&O Network closed its policy survey on Fri., Sept. 22. Policy respondents helped 
shape the Network's policy priorities, which will assist Hoosiers in earning, saving, and investing 
their money.  

What are preliminary findings from the survey? Among financial stability services, respondents 
reported financial education, pre-employment services, and access to transportation as most 
valuable. Among business practices, respondents reported sick, family, and medical leave, 
employer-subsidized health insurance, and job or scheduling flexibility as most valuable. Among 
government policies, respondents reported access to affordable childcare, smoothing out the 
benefit cliff as low-wage workers earn more, and preserving and expanding tax benefits for low-
wage workers as most valuable.  

            Building A Lifetime of Financial Stability   

Building A Lifetime of Financial Stability 

Join the A&O Network, in collaboration with Purdue Extension and the Indiana Library Federation, 
in Porter County on Oct. 11 for a lunch and learn about building financial capability from early 
childhood to retirement. The event will be held at Valparaiso Public Library, 103 Jefferson St., 
Valparaiso, IN 46383. 

Attendees will receive a complementary lunch and a copy of What It's Worth, a book published by 
Prosperity Now and the Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco about strengthening the financial 
future of families and communities across the nation. 

Register now! 
  
  
  

Upcoming Events and Conferences 

 Oct. 4: Coalition Call, Dial in from across the state 
 Oct. 5-6: Midwest Asset Building Conference, Indianapolis, IN 
 Oct. 11: Building A Lifetime of Financial Stability, Lunch & Learn, Valparaiso, IN 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Follow us on Twitter: @IN_AO_NETWORK 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

  

please let Senators Donnelly and Young know they should vote "no" on S.J. Res 47. Capitol 
switchboard: (202) 224-3121. 
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Allegra Maldonado 

Network VISTA 

317-454-8543 

http://indianaopportunity.net/ 

 
Thank you for your generous support. 

Indiana Assets & Opportunity Network | 202 East Market Street | Indianapolis | IN | 46204 
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